Mass-spectrometry technologies are widely used in the fields of ionomics and metabolomics to simultaneously profile at the genome scale intracellular concentrations of e.g. amino acids or elements. Short profiles of molecular or sub-molecular features are intrinsically non-Gaussian and may reveal patterns of correlations that reflect the system nature of the cell biochemistry and biology. Here we introduce two profile similarity measures that enforce information from the empirical covariance matrix of the data, the Mahalanobis cosine and the hybrid-Mahalanobis cosine. We evaluate the performance of these similarity measures in the task of inferring and integrating genetic networks from omics data by analysing experimental datasets derived from the ionome and the metabolome of the model organism S. cerevisiae, and several large curated databases of genetic annotations. The proposed covariance-based similarity measures can in general recover known and predicted associations between genes better than the commonly used Pearson's correlation and the standard cosine similarity. The choice of which of the two measures to recommend depends upon whether the focus is on extracting genetic associations at a global or local genetic network scale.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development and reduction in costs of high-throughput technologies in the post-genomic era has made possible genome-wide experiments that measure the molecular phenotypes induced by specific types of single-gene mutations, such as deletion or increased expression of protein coding sequences [1] [2] [3] [4] . As a consequence functional omics studies have been carried out that go beyond the paradigm of functional genomics and that are aimed at investigating genotype-phenotype relations at the level of different omic layers, by profiling essential building blocks of the living cell such as elements [5, 6] or metabolites [7] [8] [9] . From a statistical inference perspective these functional studies are based on the idea that when biological (molecular or sub-molecular) signatures are recorded and can be associated to a consistent region of the genome, then it is possible to analyse phenotypic correlations and to extract genetic associations that will reflect the interplay between gene function, molecular signatures and environmental factors. However, in order to be more comprehensive, functional omic approaches can also target and simultaneously measure a substantial fraction of the intracellular elements (ionomics), or a complete class of metabolites, for example amino acids [9] , so that the number of features M profiled for each gene is much smaller than the total number of profiles (genes) N , mathematically M << N .
Within this framework, among other methods such as Bayesian Networks [10, 11] and Gaussian Graphical Models [12] [13] [14] reconstruction, relevance network inference [15] [16] [17] [18] is the most used technique, and it is based on the idea of enforcing a pairwise similarity/distance measure between genes in order to extract via similarity-based thresholding a network of genetic associations on which the modern tools and analysis techniques of network theory [19] [20] [21] can be applied to reveal possible interaction patterns and functional relations at the system level. Relevance network inference also constitutes a starting point for approaches to multi-omic data integration [22] based on multilayer networks [23, 24] , that have been applied, for example, to reconstruct biochemical networks across multiple omic layers [25] , to detect potential driver genes in cancer [26] , and to characterise relations among complex human diseases [27] . To quantify similarities at the level of genetic profiles Pearson's correlation coefficient [28, 29] is commonly adopted regardless of the assumptions the data have to satisfy for it to be used (such as approximate normality and the absence of outliers), a practice that is justified by a consensus that its drawbacks are mainly theoretical and that it turns out to be useful in practice in many applications and analyses of real-world datasets [30] [31] [32] [33] . Therefore its godness for this application area is not typically evaluated. In this paper we discuss the potential pitfalls of using the Pearson correlation coefficient when dealing with short-profile omic datasets. We propose two extensions of the cosine similarity, namely the Mahalanobis cosine similarity and the hybrid-Mahalanobis cosine similarity that appear more suitable for quantifying phenotype similarities between genes in the applications described here. Starting from theoretical considerations on the characteristic structure of short-profile omic data we develop and apply a methodology to quantify any advantages of these measures in the task of extracting biologically meaningful genetic networks. We do this by considering three experimental benchmark datasets of the ionome and the metabolome of the model organism S. cerevisiae and several large curated databases as ground truth for genetic annotations. Our testing procedure for the similarity measures evaluates two fundamental aspects of the process of information extraction that accompanies the inference of a genetic network, namely the performance in encoding relevant biological relationships in the resulting network topology, and the capability in capturing potential new biological information when integrating networks from different omic layers.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Similarity Measures for Short Omic Profiles
Let Z be an N xM matrix describing N genome-scale observations of a set of M biological signatures (features), for example the intracellular concentration of M amino acids in N different mutant strains of S.cerevisiae in which a single open reading frame (ORF) has been deleted, so that N >> M . Let's assume that these features are standardised, meaning that for each amino acid j the distribution of intracellular concentrations observed across the genome has zero-mean and unit variance:
For each molecular signature f we can define a genome-wide feature vector v (columns of the matrix Z):
and since each mutant strain is associated to a specific gene g in the genome, we can write for each gene its associated profile (rows of Z):
The distribution of the intracellular concentration values of amino acids and other metabolism-related biomolecules measured across a collection of all possible specific mutants (single-gene knockout or overexpression) is usually centred around a typical value corresponding to the wild type phenotype (most of the deletions keep intact all major functionalities and produce a phenotype consistent with the one of the wild type), and exhibits long tails (high/low concentration values associated to those deletions that alter the cell function and produce a phenotype at the level fo the profile). Moreover the concentrations of these biomolecules are likely to vary in a correlated fashion because they are regulated by the network of metabolic reactions and functional processes within the cell. Therefore, we assume for our omic dataset that the standardised feature vectors v f are skewed (H1) and that some of them can be highly correlated (H2):
and
A way to put hypothesis H2 in practical terms is to say that when measuring from the data the feature-feature correlation matrix C we expect to find a substantial fraction of the matrix elements to be significantly larger than zero in absolute value, therefore that the features reveal a significant pattern of correlations extended across C. Taking into account these factors each value of a generic profile z g , corresponding to the concentration of a specific amino acid, is associated with a distinct, characteristic non-Gaussian, skewed empirical distribution, and the values in the profile are correlated. It follows that the average value of the profilez g is likely to be substantially different from zero for a consistent fraction of mutants showing a phenotype.Therefore, if our goal is to find a reliable pairwise similarity score between gene profiles to infer a gene association network from those data, the Pearson correlation coefficient (P CC) [28, 29] might not be the best choice. For two genetic profiles (z g , z g ) the similarity in terms of P CC is given by:
(5) P CC is intrinsically multivariate (because of the arithmetic meanz g ), and it should be applied under the assumption that the vectors z g contains uncorrelated values that are consistent with the same marginal Gaussian distribution. When we drop the multivariate terms we have the cosine similarity, defined as:
If we see z as a generic vector in an M -dimensional space then cos(z g , z g ) represents the angle between the two vectors z g and z g . If our features f were Gaussian-like, standardised and uncorrelated then the values of the gene profiles would also be normally distributed, and in that scenario for most of the genes we would havez g 0 and P CC(z g , z g ) cos(z g , z g ), therefore there would be no reason to prefer the cosine over the P CC and vice versa. The cosine similarity formula contains the Euclidean norm in the denominator, indeed all Euclidean vector spaces are inner product spaces in which the notion of angle between two generic vectors is well defined (for more details see Supplementary Information). Now we consider the following metric, the Mahalanobis distance [34] , defined as:
where C is the feature-feature covariance matrix estimated from the data. Since any covariance matrix is always semi-positive definite it is easy to show (see Supplementary Information) that the Mahalanobis metric induces an inner product space and that it is perfectly legitimate to write the following Mahalanobis cosine similarity:
where z gj are the elements of the profile vector z g in the base where the covariance matrix is diagonal with eigenvalues λ j . We found one application of the Mahalanobis cosine in computer vision (face recognition) [35] and to our knowledge it has not been applied in the field of bioinformatics or computational biology. In this paper we show that it is a suitable and powerful measure to extract genetic association networks from short-profile omic datasets. Analogous of pseudo-cosine [36] , we also introduce the hybrid-Mahalanobis cosine similarity, defined as:
The cosH is not a proper cosine function because the inner product in the formula corresponds to the Euclidean dot product while the norms are computed with the Mahalanobis norm. Therefore, in principle, cosH is not bounded between -1 and 1. However, for practical applications, it is always possible to rebound the scores in the range [−1, 1] by dividing all the scores extracted from a given dataset by the largest absolute score value. Eq.8-9 show how the two proposed similarity measures enforce information from the empirical feature-feature covariance matrix extracted from the entire set of data (in the N >> M framework the estimation of this matrix is accurate). When computing each pairwise similarity score between profiles, they take into account the geometry of the cloud of data points in the M -dimensional feature space (the covariance eigenvalues can be seen to describe an hyper-ellipse of axes' lengths {λ i }), and, in analogy with the general relativity formalism [34] , they dilate distances by the factors λ −1 j so to penalise the directions in the feature space along which the covariance is low and therefore the data points are less scattered.
B. Omic Benchmark Datasets
Throughout the paper we evaluate and compare the performance of P CC, cos, cosM , and cosH in inferring genetic associations from short-profile omic datasets. In particular we focus on testing these measures in two fundamental tasks of omics data analysis, namely the retrieval of known biological information, and the finding of predicted functional genetic associations. To do that we consider here three experimental benchmark datasets: (1) Yeast Ionome ko (non-essential ORF knock-out mutants, iHUB[37-39]). The Yeast Ionome knock-out (ko) dataset contains population-average intracellular concentrations of 14 different elements (Ca, Cd, Co, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Ni, P, S and Zn) quantified by means of inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) for a library of 4944 S. cerevisiae haploid mutant strains having a single nonessential open reading frame knocked-out.
(2) Yeast Ionome oe (overexpression mutants, iHUB[37-39]). The Yeast Ionome overexpression (oe) dataset contains population-average intracellular concentrations of 17 different elements (As, Ca, Cd, Cl, Co, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Ni, P, S, Se, and Zn) quantified by means of inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) for a library of 5798 S. cerevisiae haploid mutant strains having a single essential or non-essential open reading frame overexpressed.
(3) Yeast Metabolome aa (amino acid profile of non-essential ORF knock-out mutants [9] ). The Yeast Metabolome (aa) dataset contains population-average intracellular concentrations of 19 different amino acids (A, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, Y) quantified by means of liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) for a library of 5290 S. cerevisiae haploid mutant strains having a single non-essential open reading frame knocked-out. Further details about the datasets can be found in [9, 39, 40] . To allow for an unbiased comparison of the measures' performance across the different datasets, all data are processed using the same pipeline starting from the raw measured concentrations files. The pipeline corrects the raw data for batch effects and extracts a characteristic concentration profile for each strain by sequentially applying the following operations: (i) log-transformation of the data, (ii) medianplate normalisation, (iii) outliers detection and removal, (iv) extraction of a median profile from the replicates (where replicates are available) for each strain, and (v) standardisation of the concentration values (details on the pipeline can be found in Supplementary Information). For each dataset the final mutant-related feature profiles show how many standard deviations the concentrations deviate from the median concentration measured across all the strains in that dataset. These datasets have been obtained using a similar experimental design, and they also present the general characteristic of short-profile omic datasets discussed in Section II A: in Table I we report the average absolute feature skewness (AAFS) and the number-of-features over number-of-genes ratio M/N (after data processing), and in Figure 1 we show the patterns of feature-feature correlations extracted from each experimental dataset using the Pearson correlation coefficient (note that in the the framework N >> M the feature-feature covariance matrix can be reliably estimated from the empirical correlation matrix).
AAFS M/N Ionome (ko) 2 0.003 Ionome (oe) 1.45 0.003 Metabolome (aa) 1.15 0.0045 TABLE I: Characteristics of the experimental benchmark datasets considered in the study measured after processing the raw data. AAFS is the average absolute skewness of the features. M/N is and the number-of-features over number-of-genes ratio.
C. Genetic Networks Inference
The statistic of pairwise similarity score values depends in general on the specific similarity measure used to calculate the scores. In order to robustly compare the topology of the genetic relevance networks obtained with the different similarity measures of interest (P CC, cos, cosM , cosH) we adopt a rank-based thresholding of the scores, that depends in turn on the more robust rank statistic of the scores. Our general inference methodology consists in the following steps:
• Score computation: we compute all pairwise similarity scores between the N genes of a given dataset with each similarity measure of interest.
• Score ranking: we rank in descending value order each set of scores computed with a different similarity measure. Genetic relevance networks extracted from the Ionome knock-out dataset using three different values of the relevance threshold n. For a given threshold value, n links are included in the network, that correspond to the top-n pairwise similarity scores measured between the genes. To improve visualisation we display the connected subgraphs with a size larger than or equal to five nodes when P CC, cosM , and cosH are used to measure the scores respectively. The evolution of the network topology resulting from the inclusion of more and more links for decreasing n values can be regarded as a reverse percolation process on the network.
• Relevance network extraction: we retain the top-n ranked scores in each set to define for each similarity measure a genetic association network of N nodes and n links; the links correspond to the n highest values in the score rank statistic.
This procedure allows for a robust comparative analysis of the genetic networks inferred by using the different measures at any fixed value of the relevance threshold. In Figure 2 we show the topology of the genetic relevance networks inferred from the Ionome (ko) dataset for different values of the relevance threshold n when using P CC, cosM , and cosH. To improve visualisation we plot only the connected subgraphs with a size larger than or equal to five nodes.
D. Multiplex Integration of Genetic Networks
Once we have defined the procedure to extract genetic networks from a single omic dataset we can integrate, within the multilayer network paradigm, the genetic associations from all the three benchmark datasets. In particular our integration methodology will focus on constructing multiplex networks [24, [41] [42] [43] . For each of the similarity measures of interest we will take the set of all genes profiled in at least one dataset and we will construct a multiplex network of three layers, each containing the single network inferred from one of the datasets by retaining the top-100K most relevant associations. A multiplex network G is mathematically defined by a set of nodes V and K single-network layers G α = (V, E α ), with α = 1, 2, . . . , K and E α indicating the set of links in layer α. The multiplex network framework allows us to efficiently encode associations between genes for which there is omic-specific evidence or evidence across multiple omic layers, by means of the multilink concept [43] [44] [45] . A multilink that connects a pair of nodes (i, j) is defined by a vector m ij = (m ij 1 , m ij 2 , . . . , m ij K ) which specifies all the layers α where those nodes are connected (m ij α = 1), and where they are not (m ij α = 0). The multilinks can characterise all the different ways in which a pair of nodes in the multiplex can be connected across the K layers. For example m ij = (1, 0, 0) indicates that node i and j are connected in layer 1 only, while in the case m ij = (1, 0, 1) they are connected in both layer 1 and 3. It is then possible to define the multidegree k m i of a generic node i as the number of neighbours that are connected via multilinks of type m.
III. RESULTS
The process of inference of a genetic network from a given dataset while gradually decreasing the relevance threshold ( Figure 2 ) can be regarded as a reverse percolation process on the network, in which edges are sequentially added one at a time between the same set of N vertices [46, 47] . This fact allows us to obtain insights about the inference power and performance of the similarity measures based on network theory considerations. Our first analysis focuses on three network descriptors, namely (i) the number of Connected Components, that is the number of connected subgraphs in the network, (ii) the size of the Largest Component (LC), that is the number of nodes present in the largest connected component of the graph, and (iii) the average local clustering coefficient [48, 49] of the Largest Component, that is the average fraction of triangles over triplets closed by a node in the LC. The clustering coefficient measures how well the nodes in a graph tend to cluster together and it works as an indicator for the network modularity [50] [51] [52] . In Figure 3 we plot the number of connected components, the size of the LC, and the average clustering coefficient of the LC measured from the inferred networks in the top-n genetic associations ranked according to the different measures considered. Interestingly the curves reveal that:
• By decreasing the relevance threshold n and considering more and more links in the inferred networks, cosM tends to generate faster than P CC and than cos a Giant Component whose node-size is a finite fraction of the genome size N (yellow curves in top and middle panels, the number of connected components goes to one and the size of the LC increases asymptotically to N ), with a relatively (comparable to P CC and cos) low level of clustering of the nodes (bottom panels).
• On the other hand cosH tends to aggregate genes in few connected components or modules (purple curves, top panels) which grow in parallel with relatively comparable sizes (middle panels, the size of the LC is far below N ), and are highly clustered (purple marks in bottom panels, high clustering coefficient).
This analysis suggests that the measures that enforce information from the feature covariance matrix, namely cosM , and cosH, represent two alternative ways of operating at the genome-scale: given a certain number n of reliable associations cosM is able to infer relations that involve a larger set of genes, thus retrieving faster biological information at the global genetic network scale, while cosH can best retrieve information at the local genetic network scale by selecting associations within several isolated clusters of genes.
A. Retrieval of Known Biological Information
The above considerations are based on the assumption that the links inferred contain relevant biological information. We therefore designed a testing regime that quantifies the performance of the proposed measures in the task of retrieving previously known biological information. By assuming that a certain amount of known biological information is contained in each of the benchmark datasets we want to quantify which similarity measure can better recall that information. We consider separately five curated databases as ground-truth for genetic associations: (1) Protein-Protein Interactions (PPI) from STRING [53] (v11, database scores only). For each of the benchmark datasets we compute the percentage of corresponding ground-truth links that are found in the associated networks (true positive rate, or recall) extracted at different values of the relevance threshold n, and compare those numbers across the similarity measures of interest used in the inference process. On note, this approach is conceptually different from a receiver operating characteristic curve analysis (a study of the true positive associations rate against false negative associations rate in function of the threshold n), that would evaluate the diagnostic ability of each omic dataset in recovering each specific type of biological associations alone. For any set of ground-truth associations (single database), such analysis would disregard any amount of potential new information contained in a given dataset (which is highly dependent on the specific type of omic data considered and on the associated experimental conditions, for example the type of media used to grow the yeast strains) as well as information that is described by one or more of the other databases considered.
Results are shown in Figure 4 . For the top-n scores values considered, n ∈ [1000, 10000, 100000], the true positive rate (TPR) of retrieved associations is reported. The red stars mark the measures that performed best with at least a 10% gain in performance with respect to the second best (that is the difference in TPR value between the best measure and second-best measure divided by the second best TPR). In Table II we report details of the best recall performance with its associated performance gain. In the case of the Metabolome (aa), which revealed the most extended and prominent correlation pattern across the set of features (Figure 1) , cosM appeared to consistently outperform the other metrics in recalling protein-protein interactions, protein complexes associations and biological pathways co-occurrence. In the case of the Ionome datasets, in which the level of correlation between features was FIG. 4: Comparison in performance of the similarity measures under study in recalling previously known biology. Proteinprotein interactions (PPI), co-occurrence in protein complexes, co-occurrence in metabolic pathways (KEGG), genetic interactions (BIOGRID), and associations based on GO Ontology Terms (YeastNet GS) were considered separately as ground-truth for genetic associations. For each experimental dataset of ionome/metabolome the true positive rate of associations found in the top-1K scores (Top), in the top-10K scores (Middle), and in the top-100K scores (Bottom) is reported respectively for each of the similarity measures under study. The red stars mark the situations in which the highest true positive rate differs by at least 10% with respect to the second highest. We considered this difference in percentage as the gain in performance associated to the best performing measure. cosM appears to consistently outperform the other measures in recalling proteinprotein interactions, protein complexes associations and biological pathways co-occurrence in the networks extracted from the Metabolome (aa) dataset. For the Ionome datasets, characterised by a pattern of correlations between elements less prominent than the one observed for the amino acids, when the 100K top associations are considered, the performance of the similarity measures becomes comparable, however when considering lower similarity-thresholds (1K and 10K associations) cosM and cosH outperform the other measures in several cases with a substantial gain in performance.
found to be lower, we observed that for the top-100K associations considered the recalling of the similarity measures is comparable, however when considering lower relevance thresholds (1K and 10K associations) cosM and cosH outperformed the other measures in several cases. For the Ionome (ko), cosM and cosH consistently performed best in recalling information about protein complexes and biological pathways respectively. In particular, when only a few highly-reliable associations were considered (top-1K scores) the gain in performance of cosH and cosM was often extremely high (see Table II ). The Pearson correlation coefficient appeared to perform effectively better only in one single case (PPI, top-10K scores).
B. Ionome-Meolome Multiplex Genetic Network of the yeast S. cerevisiae
When we constructed the multiplex network from the three single-network layers inferred from each dataset by using the top-100K significant associations we observed that the statistic of multilinks did not differ substantially across the similarity measures considered ( Figure 5A ). We therefore assessed which measure constructed multilinks that had a higher probability of being associated with predicted functional genetic interactions as an indicator for predictive power of new biological information. For all the sets of measure-specific multilinks we retrieved the corresponding combined scores in the STRING database. These scores correspond to unique values in [0, 1] assigned to a genetic association by considering a combination of multiple probability weights assessed via experimental evidence, computational predictions, text mining, and information form curated datasets, respectively. In Figure 5B we plot the statistic of combined STRING scores for the multilinks constructed according to the different similarity measures. For those multilinks that were not specific of single-layers (non-layer-specific, NLS), and therefore indicated evidence of association across multiple omic layers, the median value of the corresponding STRING score statistic was always higher for the multiplex networks constructed by using cosM and cosH rather than cos and P CC, except for the case of ionome.ko-metabolome.aa multilinks, for which P CC returned the second highest median following cosH. This result suggests that the proposed covariance-based similarity measures are able to better encode in the multilinks genetic associations for which stronger evidence exists, and therefore are also likely to generate more predictive power in network-based multi-omics integration. Furthermore, we checked the content of relevant biological information of NLS multilinks by considering a subset of GOSlim Biological Process Ontology terms from the SGD database [58] that are related to metabolic processes and cellular ion homeostasis maintenance [40, 59] . When we looked at the four subnetworks defined by each specific class of NLS multilinks (Figure5C, top) we found that those constructed with cosM included the largest number of genes annotated to the ontology categories considered. On the other hand, in the subnetworks constructed with cosH the genes annotated to the categories have on average the largest multi-degree (Figure3C, bottom) . The results obtained in the multiplex framework were consistent with the previous results and supported the observation that cosM can actually best captures global information at the genome scale, in this case by spanning, in the NLS subnetworks the largest number of functionally relevant genes, while cosH provides a richer description at the local network scale of fewer annotated genes, which are on average more connected, thus better characterised in terms of links and first neighbours in the subnetworks. As an illustrative example we show in Figure 6 the node-neighbourhood of gene VPS63 spanned by NLS multilinks constructed with the different similarity measures. VPS63 was chosen among a set of fifteen putative uncharacterised genes connected through at least one NSL multilink in all the constructed multiplexes (15 in total) because its deletion is associated with a vacuolar protein sorting defect and therefore it is very likely to be involved in cellular ion homeostasis [40, 59] . We can see that the multilink neighbourhood constructed using cosH contains all the multilinks present in the cos-and P CC-related subgraphs plus additional associations, and that in contrast cosM captures relations at the level of metabolome that the other measures do not capture. This example confirm that the covariance-based similarity measures can extract The predictive power of the multilinks obtained with the different similarity measures is assessed by computing the statistic of the associated STRING combined scores, which correspond to probability values assigned to a genetic association based on experimental evidence, computational predictions, text mining, and information form curated datasets. The median value of the scores associated to the non-layer-specific multilinks found in the cosH and cosM multiplex networks is higher than the median values associated to P CC and cos, except for the class of ionome.ko-metabolome.aa multilinks for which P CC gives the second best median score. (Panel C) We test the information content of the non-layer-specific multilinks against a subset of GOSlim Ontology terms of the class Biological Process that are related to metabolic processes and cellular ion homeostasis maintenance. The four multiplex subnetworks defined by each specific class of non-layer-specific multilinks include the largest number of genes annotated to these categories when constructed with the cosM measure, while the annotated genes have on average the largest multi-degree in the multiplex constructed by means of cosH.
additional or complementary information with respect to the Pearson correlation and the cosine similarity.
IV. DISCUSSION
Network science has played a fundamental role in the development of the field of systems biology by providing analytical tools to reveal and characterise protein and genetic interaction maps and the relations between metabolic pathways and functional landscapes of many biological systems [60] [61] [62] . However, with the advent of the multi-omics : Node neighbourhood of the VPS63 gene spanned by the non-layer-specific multilinks in the multiplex networks constructed using the different similarity measures. VPS63 is an uncharacterised gene whose deletion is associated with a vacuolar protein sorting defect, therefore it is likely to be involved in cellular ion homeostasis. The neighbourhood revealed by cosH contains all the genes present in the cos-and P CC-related neighbourhoods plus additional associations. On the other hand cosM revealed multilink relations at the level of the amino acids profiles that the other measures do not capture.
era there is recognition that single isolated biological networks are insufficient to describe functional genetic patterns that arise from the multiple levels of complexity of the cell (genome, epigenome, transcriptome, metabolome, proteome, lipidome, ionome) [63] . Network analysis can provide advanced and powerful mathematical frameworks, such as multilayer networks, to integrate multiple omics data efficiently and in the most intuitive way. In this article we have focused on the problem of inferring and integrating association networks between genes from omic datasets containing a relatively small number (order O(10)) of biological signatures, profiled for almost all single genes in the genome, that contain comprehensive information on the intracellular concentration of elements or of classes of metabolites, and therefore present patterns of correlations that reflect those biological and biochemical processes undergoing inside the cell in which these concentrations play a fundamental role. The importance of these omic data lies in the fact that the associated studies and methodologies have been proposed as functional omic approaches alternative to the classic functional genomics that can reveal those undiscovered relations between genes encoded in the specific omic-related signatures. Extracting informative genetic association networks from these types of short-profile omic datasets is the starting point to apply the tools and algorithms of modern graph theory for revealing new potential functional relations between genes, and from a mathematical perspective this translates into the fundamental issue of assessing reliable similarity scores between the signature vectors. Here we proposed two pairwise-similarity measures, namely the Mahalanobis cosine, that to the extent of our knowledge has never been used before in computational biology, and what we defined as the hybrid-Mahalanobis cosine. These two measures can be seen as extensions of the cosine similarity that enforce in different ways additional information from the empirical covariance matrix estimated from the entire set of data under study. We tested these measures in two fundamental tasks: (1) the inference of genetic relevance networks that can encode in their topology already known biological relationships, and (2) the networkbased multi-omic integration of short-profile omic datasets, for which multiple evidence of connection across the layers of a multiplex network can indicate potential undiscovered or predicted genetic associations. To do that we developed a methodology that combines extraction and integration of relevance genetic networks based on the robust rank statistic of the similarity scores with cross-referencing from large curated databases of metabolic pathways, genetic interactions, protein-protein interactions, protein complexes co-occurrence and GO Ontology annotations. We evaluated and compared the performance of the proposed measures against the widely used Pearson correlation coefficient and the standard cosine similarity by using three experimental datasets of the ionome and metabolome of the model organism S. cerevisiae. Our analysis indicates that the proposed covariance-based similarity measures are more efficient in extracting genetic networks that encode relevant biological information and in the multiplex network integration of different omic layers. Importantly our results also suggest that it is not possible to define an absolute best measure among the two in terms of performance, and that the best choice is dependent on whether the interest is in constructing hypothesis on functional associations at a local genome scale, by characterising modules or clusters of genes, or at the global genome scale, by constructing a connected network spanning most of the genes. As a final remark, the similarity measures proposed define corresponding distance measures through the simple transformation d = (1 + s)/2, therefore they can be straightforwardly used in machine learning applications, for example implemented as alternative metrics into state-of-the-art dimensionality reduction algorithms, such as t-SNE [64] and UMAP [65] , and clustering algorithms, including density-based tools [66, 67] . Additionally, there is the possibility of using these measures in the context of non-short-profile omic datasets (for example single-gene knockout transcriptome or proteome) in which the number of signatures M is comparable with the genome scale N , and therefore the feature-feature correlation patterns are expect to be sparser and less prominent.
V. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
A. Mahalanobis Vector Space
Let's consider two generic vectors x, y ∈ R m in a vector space and write the cosine of the angle between them:
This formula implies that the metric of the space is Euclidean, indeed ||x|| 2 is the l 2 Euclidean norm. We can write Eq.10 because a vector space with the Euclidean metric is not just a normed vector space, in which the Euclidean norm satisfies the following three properties:
||x|| ≥ 0 and ||x|| = 0 only if x = 0 ||αx|| = |α|||x|| for any scalar α ||x + y|| ≥ ||x|| + ||y|| for any vectors x and y (triangular inequality), but an inner product space, in which also the parallelogram equality
is satisfied for any vectors x and y in the space. In fact the parallelogram equality is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a inner product corresponding to a given norm. When Eq.11 holds, the normed space is a vector space with an additional structure, the inner product < · >, which is defined by the formula
and which naturally induces the associated norm:
In the case of the Euclidean metric
x i y i .
The inner product allows to rigorously introduce the intuitive geometrical notion of the angle between two vectors, and to define the cosine similarity (Eq.10). Now we consider the Mahalanobis metric [34] , defined as:
where C is a generic covariance matrix. Since any covariance matrix C is always semi-positive defined then the Mahalanobis metric also satisfies the parallelogram equality, and the formula for the inner product can be rigorously derived:
Therefore the Mahalanobis metric induces an inner product space and an associated cosine measure:
where x j are the elements of the vector x in the base U where the covariance matrix is diagonal with eigenvalues λ j
B. Data Processing Pipeline
All raw datasets come in the form of profile vectors w containing concentration values of M biological signatures:
w g,r,p = (w g,r,p 1 , ..., w g,r,p M ).
where g is the mutant index, r is the replicate index and p is a batch/plate index. Gene-deletion profiles are mostly in replicates of 4 and sometimes 8 and 12 replicates in the ionome datasets, while in the metabolome dataset only a single amino acids profile is present for each mutant. To preprocess the raw data before the analysis we use the following operations: Log-transformation. A logarithmic transformation is applied to all the profile vectors :
w g,r,p = log(w g,r,p ).
Median batch normalisation. Each profile element is normalised by the median value of all the concentration values of the corresponding signature i measured in the same p plate (ionome data) or p batch (metabolome data):
Outliers removal. At this point all normalised concentration values above or below 3 (corresponding to 3 times the corresponding within-plate median value) is considered an outlier value (measure potentially affected by methodology error during data acquisition), and all profiles containing at least one outlier are removed from the dataset. Standardisation. Each profile element i is standardised by the standard deviation of all the concentration values measured across all mutants and replicates:
Median gene profile. Finally a median profiles over replicates profile is extracted for each gene:
where R g is the number of replicates of mutant g. Phenotype profile assessment. Finally we do not include in the analysis those genetic profiles that reveal no significant phenotype at the level of any of the features: discard all genes : z g i ≤ 0.5 ∀i.
C. Synthetic Datasets
To systematically study the effect of the features' correlation and that of the features' skewness on the discrepancy between the profile similarity scores computed with the Pearson's coefficient and those computed with the cosine similarity we generated synthetic datasets of n=300 profiles of M = 10 features. To obtain a desired level of correlation between the features we adopted the following procedure:
• Step (1): we constructed a square (M × M ) correlation matrix A with ones on the main diagonal and the [M (M − 1)]/2 elements of the upper triangular matrix sampled uniformly at random within a certain correlation interval (e.g., if we want high correlation level, within the interval [0.9,1]). The elements of the lower triangular matrix are imputed from the upper triangular matrix so to have A symmetric.
•
Step (2): as the eigenvalues of A are required to be greater than zero, we computed S as the nearest positive definite to the correlation matrix A.
Step (3): we derived the lower triangular L matrix of S via Cholesky decomposition so to have S = LL'.
At this point it is possible to generate a set of n observation of M multivariate Normal correlated features with zero means via the matrix product ZL between an n × M matrix Z of M random N(µ=0,σ=1) i.i.d. features, and the M × M matrix L. The resulting correlation range of the simulated features will be close enough to those assigned to the matrix A. In an analogous way we also generated synthetic correlated log-Normal features for different levels of feature-feature correlation, for which the empirical distribution of each feature is skewed (by tuning the standard deviation σ of the log-Normal marginal distribution of Z it is possible to have for each feature skewness ≥ 1.5). In Figure 7 we report the scatter plots of the profile similarity scores obtained with P CC against those obtained with cos on different synthetic datasets. In the Figure 8B we plot the trend of the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the scores measured with the P CC with respect to the scores measured with cos, in function of the correlation range of A. As expected the higher the level of correlation between the features the more we observe some of the scores returned by the Pearson coefficient and by the cosine similarity to differ. Moreover the skewness of the features works as an amplifying factor for the RMSE up to relatively high levels (∼ 0.8) of features' correlation. In Figure 8A we show that this discrepancy in the score values is indeed related to the termz g that appears in the P CC formula. By increasing the level of feature correlation, the variance of the distribution of the average profile values across the n observations (centred aroundz g = 0) also increases, so that the fraction of profiles for which |z g | >> 0 grows. When the features are extracted from broader, skewed distributions (log-Normal features) the increase in the feature correlation level produces an elongation in the tail of the distribution for positivez g values, that contributes in further increasing the fraction of pairs of profiles (g, g ) for which P CC(z g , z g ) cos(z g , z g ) with respect to the Normal features' scenario. In this analysis D. Additional Figures  FIG. 9 : Scatter plots of the profile similarity scores obtained with P CC against those obtained with cos for the three experimental datasets used as benchmarks in this study.
FIG. 10: Number of true positive genetic associations from different ground-truth databases (Protein-Protein Interactions, cooccurrence in protein complexes, co-occurrence in KEGG metabolic pathways, BIOGRID genetic interactions, and associations from YeastNet Gold Standard) retrieved by the similarity measures under study in function of the top-n most significant scores considered for all three experimental datasets used as benchmarks in this work.
